
 

             WINFIELD PLAN COMMISSION 
MEETING MINUTES 
APRIL 23, 2018 @ 6:00PM 

 
 

The Winfield Plan Commission held a meeting on Monday, April 23, 2018 at the Winfield Town Hall at approximately 6:00 p.m.  
Those present: Tim Clayton, Jim Simmons, Gerald Stiener, Jon Derwinski, Josh Malher and Joe Gacsy. Mark Nelson was absent. 
Also present: Town Administrator Nick Bellar, Attorney Ryan Deutmeyer, and Mike Duffy, Town Engineer. 
 
MINUTES:  March 29, 2018 
 
Tim Clayton made the motion to accept the Plan Commission meeting minutes of March 29th. Gerald Stiener seconded the 
motion. After no further comments, the motion carried with all in favor 6-0. 
 
OLD BUSINESS: 
None. 
 
NEW BUSINESS:   

1. Public Hearing and Recommendation to the Town Council: Docket PC 2018-01 – Zone Change – PDR → 
PDR – Providence at Stonegate 
Owner:  Stonegate Development of Winfield, LLC 
Petitioner: Stonegate Development of Winfield, LLC 
Vicinity: Randolph St. and E. 120th Ave. 
Request: Rezone per Town Code section 156.261(A)(2). 

 
Nick Bellar explained this is a result of moving around a road and a reduction of 8 lots due to a wet land they now have to 
develop around, this Public Hearing has been properly advertised. Engineer for Providence, Brad Moore, explained that an 
area in the subdivision they planned to build on was redefined as a wet land. He indicated the relocation of Price Street and 
changes made to the lot layout in that area.  
 
Jim Simmons opened the Public Hearing at 6:04p.m.: 
 
Patty Mendez, 7572 E. 120th Pl., asked what this area will contain and if there was now going to be standing water that will 
attract pests and mosquitos. Gerald Stiener stated the area is already there it is not being changed. Mrs. Mendez asked if the 
wet land is now going to be larger and if anything will be done about the mosquitos.  Jim Simmons explained again that the 
wet land, as it is, already currently exists there. The soil was determined unsuitable to be built on, so the dirt and grass already 
there is staying as is and will now be incorporated into the park. Mrs. Mendez asked when Providence plans to do something 
about the standing water there now. She stated it is currently a wet puddle of mud. Doug Ehens stated they will be finishing 
the grading in the area most likely in June, they are still waiting on hearing back from the Army Core of Engineers. 
 
After no further comments Jim Simmons closed the Public Hearing at 6:07p.m. 
 
Gerald Stiener wanted to clarify that the area is already a wet land and they cannot build in that area. The Federal Government 
does not allow building on wet land preservations unless the company is willing to go through a long expensive process to do 
so. Residential developments tend to leave them as is. Brad Moore stated that is correct, it’s an avoidance practice. Josh Malher 
asked why this is not also reviewed by the BZA. Nick stated the Plan Commission does zone changes. Attorney Deutmeyer 
stated this is just a zone change there is no variance being applied for that would need to go be for the BZA. Nick Bellar stated 
this Public Hearing has been properly advertised. Gerald Stiener made the motion to make a favorable recommendation to the 
Town Council for Docket PC 2018-01 – Zone Change from PDR to PDR for Providence at Stonegate.  Tim Clayton 
seconded the motion, the motion carried with all in favor 6-0. 
 

2. Public Hearing and Approval Consideration: Docket PC 2018-02 – Primary Plat Approval – Providence at 
Stonegate 
Owner:  Stonegate of Winfield, LLC 
Petitioner: Stonegate of Winfield, LLC 
Vicinity: Randolph St. and E. 120th Ave. 



 
Request: Amendment to the Primary Plat for Providence at Stonegate; 36 lots 

 
Nick Bellar stated this Public Hearing has been properly advertised. He explained the platting goes along with the zoning, this 
sets the lot lines and where the roads will be for the development. This is just for the section affect by the wet land change.  
Brad Moore explained the difference between the previous plat and the new plat of the area.  
 
Jim Simmons opened the Public Hearing at 6:11p.m. After asking three times for comments, none were made and the Public 
Hearing was closed. 
 
Josh Malher asked where Price Street will be located. Brad stated it is the north/south road and it was originally named Parke 
Street, it has been shifted over to the west. The name change was requested by the Fire Department so it will line up with the 
existing Price Street. Gerald Stiener made the motion to approve Docket PC 2018-02 Primary Plat Approval for Providence at 
Stonegate. Jon Derwinski seconded the motion, motion carried with all in favor 6-0. 
 

3.   Request for Approval: Docket PC 2018-03 – Secondary Plat Approval – Deer Creek Estates Phase 3 
      Owner:  Dwell LLC 
      Petitioner: Dwell LLC 
      Vicinity: Deer Creek Estates south and west of E. 112th Ave. 
      Request: Secondary Plat Approval, Deer Creek Estates Phase 3; 44 lots 

 
Nick Bell stated this is for 44 lots of Phase 3 for Deer Creek Estates, a TAC meeting was had a few weeks ago for this. Todd 
Kleven with Diamond Peak Group, project manager for Dwell LLC, explained how they came to take over the development 
of the subdivision. Phase 2 of the subdivision was approved and final platted but was never built on. Phase 3 had received its 
primary plat approval but has not been final platted yet. They have begun their primary improvements for the Phase and are 
ready to record the Plat and post the Performance Bond pending approval tonight.  He stated he is proud to work for Dwell 
LLC and the revival of this subdivision. Gerald Stiener asked if the covenants were remaining the same so the building 
standards would also stay the same. Todd stated that is correct. A few changes were made from the TAC meeting that were 
requested by the staff including the name of the street and they are adhering to the new tree preservation ordinance, the lots 
should remain largely untouched for trees but the right of ways will have to be cleared in some areas. They will also be posting 
notification signs for the wetland area. Gerald asked if lot 76 and 77 have wet land area on them. Todd said they do there is 
water line behind the property in between Deer Creek and the subdivision next to it. It is not on the lot, it is south of the 
property line. Jim asked when roads will be going in. Todd stated they have already started. Mike Duffy stated their storm 
water drainage plan is now up to code as well. Tammi Travis, Building Coordinator for the Town, stated that two of their lots 
have the same address numbers as existing homes in Deer Creek Estates; lots 95 and 97, addresses 11061 and 11093. Todd 
said he will adjust the mylar. Tammi suggest changing lot 97 to 11063 and 95 to 11095; she has already checked to see if those 
are taken, and they are available. Todd asked Nick to note those changes. Josh Malher made the motion to approve Docket 
PC 2018-03 Secondary Plat Approval for Deer Creek Estates Phase 3. Joe Gascy seconded the motion, the motion carried 
with all in favor 6-0. 

 
4.   Recommendation to the Town Council: Performance Bond – Deer Creek Estates Phase 2 

 
Mike Duffy stated Phase 2 was platted but not built so they have gone over the new engineering to make sure everything is to 
Town Standards and brings the cost up to date.  Mike stated that the Performance Bond amount is set for $413,369.29. Jim 
asked if this reflected the new prices of materials. Mike said it does. Tim Clayton made the motion to make a favorable 
recommendation to the Town Council for the Deer Creek Phase 2 Performance Bond in the amount of $413,369.29. Josh 
Malher seconded the motion, the motion carried with all in favor 6-0. 
 

5.   Recommendation to the Town Council: Performance Bond – Deer Creek Estates Phase 3 
 
Mike Duffy stated this is for the larger Phase 3. The Performance Bond is set for $1,138,006.76. Jim Simmons asked if this 
includes the larger drainage pipe they decided to go with. Mike said yes and some of the work for Phase 2 and Phase 3 are 
happening at the same time but they have to keep the bonds separate. Tim Clayton made the motion for a favorable 
recommendation to the Town Council for the Deer Creek Estates Phase 3 Performance Bond in the amount of $1,138,006.76. 
Jon Derwinski seconded the motion, the motion carried with all in favor 6-0. 

 
 
 



 
6.   Request for Approval: Docket PC 2018-04 – Commercial Development Plan – McDonald’s  
      Owner:  McDonald’s Real Estate Company 
      Petitioner: Lingel Design Group 
      Vicinity: 10885 Randolph Street Winfield 
      Request: Plan Approval and Waiver for Architectural Design and Creativity consideration via 

§156.045(B)(a)(1.)   
 

Nick Bellar informed the Commission that this is an extensive remodel for McDonald’s. It is a complete update to the 
façade, the Play-place will become smaller, they are adding a double drive thru, and the landscaping will be refreshed. They  
pursued a creative Waiver for building materials on the exterior that were not within the Town Architectural Standards. 
Lisa Donmeyer from Lingle Design Group and Dan Olsen from Watermark Engineering were in attendance to present 
the new design. Lisa stated they planned to use materials not within the Town Code but after the TAC meeting it was 
worked out and now the materials they will be using are to Town standards. They originally were going to use EIFS and a 
corrugated metal band was going to go around the building but have decided to not do that at all now. Jim asked about 
the metal design pictured in the drawings. Lisa explained that is an aluminum awning on the front elevation. Nick also 
requested a cornice to be added. Lisa stated that has now been added to the design but she did not have time to update  
the drawing before coming to the meeting. Jim asked if they did any redesign on the site lighting. Dan stated they have 
not. Jim mentioned that he visited a newly remodeled McDonald’s and if this one is of the same design there should not be 
a problem. The current McDonald’s building has lights on the building that shine up and down, the new Code requires 
lights to only shine down. Dan stated they plan on following the code for lighting, the LED site lights should all be  
remaining.  Jim asked how long the remodel will take. Dan said he believes it will probably be complete by late summer or 
early fall, it is a part of a large group of remodels the corporation would like completed in 2018. Jim asked if it would be 
open during the remodel. Lisa answered that they do like to keep the stores open during the remodel but it might alternate  
between only the lobby being open and only the drive thru being open. They have to follow the health department 
standards that require at least one bathroom to be open throughout construction. Joe Gacsy asked about the 
reconfiguration of the drive thru and how it will affect the parking lot. Dan said they are taking away some of the size of 
the building that will allow more room to navigate in the parking lot along with stacking of cars in the drive thru. Gerald 
asked Nick if they still have to have a request for a design waiver. Nick said they would still need it for one material that is not 
a masonry material. Nick also mentioned the right in/right out feature currently there that was discussed at the TAC 
meeting. The turning median doesn’t really work and few drivers obey it but Nick was informed that area of the parking 
lot was not apart of their property. Nick asked if they could coordinate with the property owner, Gateway Arthur, on 
resolving that. Dan said they could discuss it with them to make it more functional. Mike Duffy asked if they could also  
provide a letter on the small increase in storm water run off to have it documented. Dan stated he will provide that. Tim 
Clayton asked how this will fit in with the landscaping plan of the downtown area. Nick said because this is a remodel, and not 
new construction, they are not required to provide landscaping for the downtown area or add a sidewalk along Randolph 
Street.  Gerald Stiener made the motion to approve the request, subject to staff and engineering comments, for Docket PC 
2018-04 Commercial Development Plan for McDonald’s but wanted to make it clear that the waiver that is stated here is for 
the EIFS and metal that they are no longer using that they are not approving that. Tim Clayton seconded the motion, the 
motion carried with all in favor 6-0. 

 
7.   Request for Approval: Docket PC 2018-05 – Commercial Development Plan – Wiseway 
      Owner: Gateway Arthur, Inc. 
      Petitioner: Pioneer Retail, LLC 
      Vicinity: 10839 Randolph Street, Winfield 
      Request: Plan Approval and Waiver for Architectural Design and Creativity consideration via 

§156.045(B)(a)(1.) 
 
Nick Bellar stated they are remodeling the entire interior of the store along with updating the front façade. They are asking for 
a waiver for the lightweight materials they plan to use on the exterior of the building due to structural support limitations. 
Richard Anderson stated they are also going before the BZA for a sign variance and they intend to make the sign on the front 
façade of the building larger than the Town Code specifications. They are doing this to encourage more interest and visibility 
from the road. The building is set back from Randolph Street and there are other commercial businesses in front of it blocking 
the view from the street they intend to raise the roof lines by 12 feet on each side and 8 feet in the middle. Bob Collins then 
explained the materials and distributed samples of the material they intend to use. The current supports on the building would 
not support brick or other masonry materials, they do have an engineer report that states the beams would buckle with heavy 
masonry material added to it causing cracks and damage to the materials. The light weight materials they are purposing are 
high-end finishes. Bob described each material and pointed out where each will be applied in the design. Jim Simmons asked if 



 
there was any additional lighting to the building aside from the decorate leaves and main Wiseway sign on the building that will 
be back lit. Bob said that will be it. Joe Gacsy asked if they were taking the old material down on the areas they are extending. 
Bob said they are building on top of the existing material. Joe asked about how they are attaching the new material, Bob said 
they will be informed how by their structural engineer.  Richard Anderson also mentioned they are worked with the property 
owner to have the entire parking lot repaved and they will also be addressing the sidewalk in front of the store. He went on to 
explain that they are not trying to be cheap with the materials they have chosen, the overall cost of just the update to the out 
side is over $300,000 and they are still remodeling the entire interior, changing the layout, and putting in new flooring. These 
are quality materials and they structurally need to use lighter weight materials. They know the importance of having an inviting 
exterior to draw customers in to want to see the rest of the store. Don Weiss, President of Wiseway, talked about extending 
their lease with Gateway Arthur for another 13 years and working with them to reinvest in the property. Don talked about 
some of the remodel changes and new features the store will have like ready to eat take home meals. He stated many of the 
materials they are using is similar to their Wise Guys store in Hobart. They want to kept the business in this area and they want 
to make this a sophisticated store for the residents. Mike Duffy reviewed the engineer’s report and agreed with his findings, he 
did not have much time to review the report in detail but he sees no reason to dispute their reasoning. Josh asked if the leaves 
would be able to be changed out if, within their 13 year lease, they go out of fashion. Don stated they most likely will make 
changes in the future and there are other designs available in this material. Josh asked Nick how much this differs from the 
Town Code on facades. Nick said it is a substantial difference but that is why this Waiver application exists; he thinks the 
reasoning for it is good, the building can’t support brick, and he thinks it is a good design. Josh asked for more clarification on 
the materials and where they would be used. Bob showed Josh where they going and Mike Duffy explained that stress would 
be put on the main support beam causing the materials to bend and sag which would lead to further damages. After no further 
discussion Gerald Stiener made the motion to approve Docket PC 2018-05 Wiseway commercial development plan subject to 
staff and engineering review and he wanted to note they have received and engineer’s report stating that the building cannot 
support the load of the Town approved building products and that is why the waiver has been allowed. Nick also noted the 
signage is not apart of this approval. Gerald thanked them for staying in Winfield and wanting to be apart of this community. 
Tim Clayton seconded the motion, the motion carried with all in favor 6-0.  

 
8.   Discussion Item: New Commercial development proposal 

 
Nick Bellar stated this is for the storage unit project that came before the board a few months ago. They are no longer going 
to have access to the facility from 109th Avenue, they are going to use the connected drives from the neighboring businesses. 
Nick Georgiou, architect for the project, presented the overview of the of the site. They originally planning on adding a 
commercial building as well but there some discussion on traffic on 109th Avenue and lack of visibility from the road. They 
decided to not add that element. Nick continued to explain that due to the land the storage units really would not be visible 
from the road. They did do a traffic study and found it would be difficult to allow an access from 109th Avenue. There is an 
access easement on the west side of the commercial building next to this property. The traffic study also indicated that a 
storage facility would have a low impact on traffic but looked into the different access point they could utilize in the area, the 
closest one was the access attached to Little Caesar’s.  They are proposing to do a decorative opaque fence on the side of 109th 
Avenue for screening and it would go around the facility with the stone on the front and back only. He then presented a 
simulated view on what one would see driving up to the facility but most views of the units would not be visible from the 
road. They are going before the BZA for a Special Exception to build a storage facility. Jim Simmons asked if there was any 
concern about the neighboring properties allowing them to use their drives as access. Attorney Deutmeyer stated he will need 
a record easement to have the access. Disagreements over roadway maintenance would be handled civilly but a recorded 
easement would help protect them if that is the route they want to take. Mr. Georgiou stated there is not a recorded document 
in place but they have had discussions with the neighboring properties. The Commission agreed that a recorded easement 
would be needed. Mike Duffy noted they would need one for both east and west areas of access. Jim asked if this will upset 
the parking lot standards of the existing businesses with traffic driving through to get to the storage unit; truck turn radiuses 
and emergency vehicles being able to access it. Attorney Deutmeyer stated this would not be the Plan Commission’s 
responsibility to change any of the existing parking lots, that would fall to the petitioner and neighboring properties. 
Engineering can review the plans and see if it is going to work. Gerald Stiener stated the Fire Department would want to 
review this as well. Mike stated the easement would include a legal description.  Jim Simmons asked about details on the height 
of the unit. Mr. Georgiou explained they are one pitch buildings they are not very high and will not be see over the fencing.  
Gerald asked if the Lake of the Four Seasons residents would be notified for the public hearing. Nick Bellar stated they will, 
Gerald recommended enhancing the aesthetic view from that end of the facility as well for them. Nick Georgiou said there is 
also a landscaping buffer planned for the view along Lake of the Four Seasons and some of those residents are actually 
encroached on their property.  Discussion was wrapped up with the overall favorability of the project from the Commission 
and the importance of the recorded easement documentation.  
 



 
STAFF REPORT/ATTORNEY REPORT 
Nick had nothing to report at this time. 
Mike Duffy stated Grimmer Construction has remobilized at the park. 
 
With no further business before the Commission, Gerald Stiener made a motion to adjourn, seconded by Tim Clayton, passed 
by voice vote 6-0. 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT:  7:15 pm 
 
        
Attest:      __________________________________    
      Plan Commission President              
 
 
________________________________  Transcriber: Kim Wachowski            
Plan Commission Secretary   Administrative Assistant             


